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This laboratory provides restorative dentists with excellent technical support and high-quality laboratory work at reasonable fees. Their restoration is constantly excellent from a functional and aesthetic point of view. Read a complete review of high quality dental lab with years of experience. Very professional service and unparalleled
results. Whether it's his cosmetic work, transplant work, or digital, Burbank has their work together.... Reading the full 25-year-old dental practice I had not delivered the best full mouth rehabilitation crowns and bridge case like the one I did today. Aesthetics, convenience, communication, blockage... Read the full i've been using Burbank
for a while now. They are the only laboratory I have worked with that offers consistently superior results. Their aesthetic work and implantation is the second to... Read the full review of the full arc fixed synthetic issues going very smoothly with burbank dental laboratory and optical measurement imetric in the office. We strongly
recommend this work for anyone doing full bow cases. Working with... Read the full review of the amazing service and quality, they're very helpful. Thanks to Andrew, George, and Frank. Read the full review of the Great Dental Laboratory for Removal, Crown and Bridge. Amazing customer service. Vince and Dmitri are very
accommodating and will always work with you. Their product is first class!  (Click... Read the full reviewHello Tony, and hope you're ok. I've sent you before and after the case of #8 replace the old PFM – one tooth next to the natural #9. (Click for a picture). Also... Read the full Review5-Star Google Rating - Thank you Elgin, we appreciate
your 5 star Google rating! Reading the full review I just wanted to let you all know that I retired a few years ago but I sincerely appreciate both helping and especially the great quality of the work that ... Read the full ReviewMuhammad, thank you for your 5-star Google rating - we appreciate it! Read the full review of burbank's transplant
department is amazing! They have delivered cases that exceeded my expectations and our patients are happy! We switched from a local lab to Burbank, we switched it from a local lab to Burbank. We have... Read the full review I've been using this lab for a few years now and we are very happy. Excellent customer service, very kind of
billing staff and work is always well done. Every time... Read the full burbank dental lab review provided us with many years of high quality work, timely service and friendly staff. We thanked, all of us at The Westlake Dental Associate. Read the full review of the great case! I just dropped these two abutment/crowns implants in and they
were perfect! Thank you! Margins: Excellent contacts: Excellent contour: OCCLUSION Excellent: Excellent Fit: Excellent Shade: Excellent ESTHETICS Excellent: Excellent ... Read a full review of this case in which you sent me acrylic samples for a patient who is very sensitive to various Etc. She was wearing every sample disc... Read
the full review of what amazing lab to work with. Everyone I encountered was amazing from Joel and Kenny to Laura in accounting to Tony himself. Crowns enter... Read the full review we have been using this laboratory for 18 months. It has proven to be very patient and customer-centric. It produces some really nice and easy work to
work with. Cases... Read the full reviews of Vincent and Karen are the best! I worked with Vincent on a full-mouth rehabilitation case. Working with Vincent Making... Reading the full review was great to work with and went out of their way to make sure we received our lab case the same day. Holly even volunteered to come in person...
Read the full review of Burbank Dental Lab is our most trusted dental laboratory for all our dental work. They are extremely reliable and offer exceptional products. They are always available for questions and... Read the full review they did a great job with everything i needed to do and they were behind their work. Read the full amazing
lab review! The work always returns in time and beautiful! Marissa is the one who is lucky enough to help us with our cases which are... Read the full review very nice case! This patient was very happy and my only adjustment was to reduce the excess in the Bonati area that has been over-done. Margins: Excellent connections: Excellent
contour: excellent... Read the full review of the great look with pink porcelain! Excellent condition. Margins: Excellent Connections: Excellent Contour: Excellent OCCLUSION: Excellent FIT: Excellent Shadow: Excellent ESTHETICS: Excellent Service: ExcellentRead a complete reviewI love this laboratory, very fast, beautiful work, and
very professional. Marissa is a lot of help, and he has answers every once! You won't use anyone else! A full reading for more than 5 years I have sent my removable laboratory to Burbank Dental Laboratory. I delivered a new FUD and new extension RPD RPD with GPS... Reading the full review is an exceptional work. Family owned and
shows - excellent customer service begins at the end. Can't recommend enough. Read the full review of the planting of abutment and crown - this was a great case! Thank you! The pink porcelain looked great as the zen margins needed to be leveled. Margins: Excellent connections: Excellent contour: excellent... Read the full perfect case
review! I didn't have to set anything. Margins: Excellent connections: Excellent contour: EXCELLENT OCCLUSION: Excellent Fit: Excellent Shadow: Excellent ESTHETICS: Excellent Service: ExcellentRead a complete reviewThis laboratory has done a beautiful job. Their contacts are excellent and they are progressing on time. Thank.
Read the full great crown review! It was just a very simple touch. Thank you! Margins: Contacts: Excellent Contour: Excellent OCCLUSION: Excellent FIT: Excellent Shade: Excellent ESTHETICS: Excellent Service: ExcellentRead a full reviewAnother great case that dropped right in! Thank you! Margins: Excellent Connections: Excellent
Contour: Excellent OCCLUSION: Excellent FIT: Excellent Shadow: Excellent ESTHETICS: Excellent Service: ExcellentRead Full ReviewThis was the first crown I insert since we talked about communication being tight. This crown was perfect!!! Absolutely no modifications needed! This was one of those throwing... Reading a full review as
a new client of Burbank Dental Laboratory, I was pleasantly surprised at the interest of staff expressing the individual needs of my patients. As an academy, perfect... Read the full great lab review and team! I'm just as good as my lab and you guys make me look great every day of the week Burbank was my lab for... Read the full review of
Burbank is an excellent lab! It is one of the most high-tech operations in the country, and I have visited many of them. Tony, Andrew, and the whole team have... Read the full amazing lab review and the most amazing service, first-class work every time! Read the full review I've been a client of Burbank Dental Laboratory for about 30
years. In this period of time I saw this laboratory invest an amazing amount of time and... Read the full ReviewThank you Joel for an excellent job. What I really like about Joel and Vincent from Burbank Lab is that 1. They listen to and follow instructions. 2....Read the full review thank you Joel for the excellent job. What I really like about
Joel and Vincent from Burbank Lab is that: 1. They listen to and follow the instructions. 2....Read the full reviewOnly completed the maxillary Bridge Prettau Zirconium on 5 implants and I am very happy with the service, attention to detail, communication skills of this laboratory, in particular ... Read the full review this lab has done a
beautiful job. Their contacts are excellent and they are progressing on time. Thank you very much! Read the full ReviewThis Dental Lab is world famous for its high quality of crown and bridgework. I particularly appreciate their experience in planting. I'm working with a couple of... Read the full review Welcome to www.burbankdental.com.
The www.burbankdental.com website consists of various web pages run by Burbank Dental Lab. This site is provided to you conditionally on your acceptance without modification of the terms, terms and notices contained herein (terms). Your use of our site constitutes your consent to all these terms. Please read these terms carefully and
keep a copy of them for reference. This website is providing information about our dentists, dental professionals, our services and our facility. PrivacyY use www.burbankdental.com is a theme Burbank Dental Privacy Policy. Please review our privacy policy, which also governs the site and let sits with users about our data collection
practices. E-communications visit www.burbankdental.com or send emails to burbank dental laboratory constitutes electronic communications. You agree to receive electronic communications and agree that all agreements, notices, disclosures and other communications we provide to you electronically, via email and on the website, meet
any legal requirement that such communications be written. Burbank Dental Lab does not knowingly collect personal information from persons under the age of 13. If you are under the age of 18, you can use www.burbankdental.com only with the permission of a parent or guardian. Links to third-party/servicesBurbankdental sites.com
third party may contain links to other sites (linked sites). Linked sites are not under the control of Burbank Dental Laboratory, and Burbank Dental Laboratory is not responsible for the contents of any linked site, including without limiting any link contained in a linked site, or any changes or updates to the linked site. Burbank Dental Lab is
providing these links to you only as convenience, and the inclusion of any link does not imply endorsement by burbank dental laboratory for the site or any association with its operators. Some of the services available across www.burbankdental.com are connected by third-party websites and organizations. By using any product, service or
function originating within the www.burbankdental.com range, you hereby acknowledge and agree that Burbank Dental Lab may share this information and data with any third party associated with Burbank Platt Dental in a contractual relationship to provide the required service or functions on behalf of users, patients
www.burbankdental.com. No illegal or prohibited/IP use is granted a non-exclusive, non-transferable and reusable license to access and use www.burbankdental.com strictly under these terms of use. As a condition of your use of the site, you guarantee to burbank dental laboratory that you will not use the site for any purpose that is illegal
or prohibited under these terms. You may not use the site in any way that may harm, disrupt, burden or impede the site or interfere with the use or enjoyment of any other party. You may not obtain or attempt to obtain or attempt to obtain or attempt any material or information through any means that are not intentionally provided or
provided through Site.All content listed as part of the Service, such as text, graphics, logos and images, as well as assembled, and any software used on the site, is owned by Burbank Dental Laboratory or its suppliers and is protected by copyright and other laws protecting intellectual property and property rights. You agree to comply.
Copyright and other proprietary notices, legends or other restrictions contained in any of these contents will not make any changes to them. You will not modify, publish, move, reverse-engineer, participate in transportation, sale, create derivative works, or in any way exploit any content on the site in whole or in part. Burbank Dental Lab
content is not resale. Your use of the Site does not entitle you to make any unauthorized use of any protected content, and in particular, you will not delete or change any property rights or attribution notices in any content. Protected content will only be used for your personal use and will not make any further use of the content without
explicit written permission from Burbank Dental Lab and the copyright owner. You agree that you do not have any property rights in any protected content. We do not grant you any intellectual property licenses to burbank dental laboratory or our licensees except as expressly authorized by these terms. If you access the service from a site
outside the United States, you are responsible for complying with all local laws. You agree that you will not use Burbank's Dental Lab content that is accessed through www.burbankdental.com in any country or in any way prohibited by any applicable laws, restrictions or regulations. CompensationI agree to compensation, defense and
retention of harmless Burbank Dental Laboratory, officers, managers, employees, agents and third parties, for any losses, costs, liabilities and expenses (including reasonable attorney fees) relating to or arising from your use or inability to use the site or services, any user notices made to you, your violation of any terms of this Agreement
or violation of any third party rights, or violation of any applicable laws, rules or regulations. Burbank Dental Lab reserves the right, at its own expense, to assume exclusive defence and control any matter subject to compensation by you, in which case it will cooperate fully with Burbank Dental Lab in confirming any available defenses.
Liability may include information, software, products and services included on the site or through which errors or typographical errors are available. Changes are periodically added to the information contained in this document. Burbank Dental Laboratory and/or its suppliers may make improvements and/or site changes at any time.
BURBANK Dental Laboratory and/or its suppliers provide any representation about the suitability, reliability, availability, timeliness, accuracy of information, software, products, services and related graphics contained on the site for any purpose. to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, all this information, software, products, The
relevant graphics are provided as they are without warranty or condition of any kind. Burbank Dental Lab and/or its suppliers under this order disclaim all guarantees and conditions in relation to such relevant information, software, products, services and graphics, including all guarantees or implied terms of trade and suitability for a
particular purpose, surname, and non-infringement. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, BURBANK dental laboratory and/or its suppliers may not in any way be liable for any direct, indirect, punitive, incidental, special, consequential, or any damages of any kind including, but not limited to, damages resulting from loss of
use, data or profits, resulting in any direct, indirect, punitive, or non-consequential damages, or any damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, damages resulting from loss of use, data or profits, arising from or in any way associated with the use or The performance of the site, with delay or inability to use the site or related services,
the provision or non-provision of services, or any relevant information, software, products, services and graphics obtained through the site, or arising from the use of the site, whether on the basis of contract, damage, negligence, strict liability or otherwise, even if BURBANK Dental Lab or any of its suppliers is informed of the possibility of
damage. Because some states/jurisdictions do not allow for the exclusion or determination of liability for collateral or accidental damages, the above limit may not apply to you. If you are not satisfied with any part of the site, or with any of these terms of use, the only and exclusive remedy is to stop using the site. Termination/restrict
access Dental Lab reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to terminate your access to the site and related services or any part of it at any time, without notice. To the fullest extent permitted by law, this Agreement is subject to the laws of the State of California, and you hereby agree to exclusive jurisdiction and the place of courts in
California in all disputes arising from or related to the use of the site. The use of the site is not authorized in any jurisdiction and does not give any effect to all the terms of these terms, including, but not limited to, this section. You agree that you have no relationship with Burbank Dental Lab as a result of this agreement or the use of the
site. Burbank Dental Lab's performance is subject to existing laws and legal processes, and there is nothing in this Agreement to diminish Burbank Dental Lab's right to comply with government or judicial law enforcement requests or requirements or requirements relating to your use of the site or information provided to or collected by
Burbank Dental Lab in connection with such use. If any part of this Agreement has been identified as invalid or unenforceable under applicable law including, but not limited to, disclaimer of warranty and liability limits The above was implemented, and the invalid or unenforceable provision would then be considered as a valid and
enforceable provision that was closely consistent with the intent of the original provision and the remainder of the agreement would continue to take effect. Unless otherwise stated here, this agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the user and Burbank Dental Laboratory in relation to the site, and replaces all past or
contemporary communications and proposals, whether electronic, oral or written, between the user and Burbank Dental Laboratory in relation to the site. The printed version of this agreement and any notice given in electronic form shall be accepted in judicial or administrative proceedings based on or relating to this agreement to the
same extent and subject to the same conditions as other commercial documents and records originally created or retained in print. It is the express desire of the parties to have this Agreement and all relevant documents written in www.burbankdental.com English. The latest version of the terms will replace all previous versions. Burbank
Dental Lab encourages you to periodically review the conditions to stay informed of our updates. Contact UsBurbank Dental Lab@UsBurbank Dental Lab@usburbankdental lab@usburbankdentallab2101 Floyd Street Burbank, CA 91504Email Address: info@burbankdental.com Tel: 800-336-3053Effective from September 1, 2017
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